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Traditionally, machine learning community has been focused on supervised learn-
ing where the source of learning is fully labeled examples including both input
features and corresponding output labels. As one way to alleviate the costly eﬀort
of collecting fully labeled examples, semi-supervised learning usually concentrates
on utilizing a large amount of unlabeled examples together with a relatively small
number of fully labeled examples to build better classiﬁers. Even though many
semi-supervised learning algorithms are able to take advantage of unlabeled ex-
amples, there is a signiﬁcant amount of eﬀort in designing good models, features,
kernels, and similarity functions.
In this dissertation, we focus on semi-supervised learning with partially labeled
examples. Partially labeled data can be viewed as a trade-oﬀ between fully labeled
data and unlabeled data, which can provide additional discriminative information
in comparison to unlabeled data and requires less human eﬀort to collect than
fully labeled data. In our setting of semi-supervised learning with partially la-
beled examples, the learning method is provided with a large amount of partially
labeled examples and is usually augmented with a relatively small set of fully la-
beled examples. Our main goal is to integrate partially labeled examples into the
conventional learning framework, i.e. to build a more accurate classiﬁer. The dis-
sertation addresses four diﬀerent semi-supervised learning problems in presence of
partially labeled examples. In addition, we summarize general principles for the
semi-supervised learning with partially labeled examples.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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xiCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Semi-Supervised Learning and Partially Labeled Data
Many machine learning tasks are to form a hypothesis (or a classiﬁer) from in-
put features (explanatory variables) to an output label (a dependent variable).
Traditionally, the machine learning community has been focused on supervised
learning where the source of learning is fully labeled examples including both in-
put features and corresponding output labels. However, labeled examples are often
diﬃcult, expensive, and/or time consuming to obtain, as they usually require eﬀort
from experienced human annotators. As one way to alleviate this problem, semi-
supervised learning usually concentrates on utilizing a large amount of unlabeled
examples, which may required less human eﬀort to collect, together with a rela-
tively small number of labeled examples to build better classiﬁers. Even though
many semi-supervised learning algorithms are able to take advantage of unlabeled
examples, there is a signiﬁcant amount of eﬀort in designing good models, features,
kernels, and similarity functions to build a successful classiﬁer. Moreover, Cozman
et al. [1] has shown that unlabeled example does not always help to improve
performance of classiﬁers. Figure 1.1 shows the result of learning a Naive Bayes
classiﬁer using diﬀerent combinations of fully labeled and unlabeled data sets for
the Adult classiﬁcation problem (using the training and testing data sets available
in the UCI repository [2]). The authors observe that adding unlabeled examples
can improve classiﬁcation when the fully labeled data set is small (30 fully labeled
examples), but degrade performance as the fully labeled data set becomes larger.
Hence, a successful semi-supervised learning algorithm requires much attention
1Figure 1.1: Naive Bayes classiﬁers generated from the Adult data set (bars
cover 30 to 70 percentiles) taken from “Semi-supervised Learning
of Mixture Models and Bayesian Networks” by [1].
from users both in the algorithm selection process and the sampling distributions
of fully labeled and unlabeled data.
In contrast to fully labeled data and unlabeled data, we focus on a diﬀerent
form of learning information, named partially labeled data1. Partially labeled
data usually reveals only partial information about the labels which may not be
suﬃcient to identify the true labels. Furthermore, partially labeled data can be
viewed as a trade-oﬀ between fully labeled data and unlabeled data both in term
of the eﬀort of collecting data and the discriminative information. Unlike fully
labeled data, partially labeled data is often required less human eﬀort to obtain.
In comparison to unlabeled data, partially labeled data provides additional dis-
1Throughout this dissertation, we use the terms “partially labeled data” and “partially labeled
examples” interchangeably.
2criminative information to help improve performance of a classiﬁer as well as to
ease the algorithm selection and design process. For example, we can view the
click-through data in web search as an example of partially labeled data since a
click on a document only reveals that the document is related to the given query
but not its exact/true relevance judgement. Another example of partially labeled
data is the textual information about an image such as tags and/or captions in the
object recognition task. Furthermore, a more speciﬁc example of partially labeled
data is pairwise constraints in classiﬁcation task. Pairwise constraints indicate
whether a pair of examples belongs to the same class (a must-link constraint) or
diﬀerent classes (a cannot-link constraint). In Figure 1.2, we consider the task of
recognizing diﬀerent car models by viewing the car images. For a non-car expert,
it would be fairly easy to determine if two car images belong to a same car model
(the cars in the top two images) or if two car images belong to diﬀerent car models
(the car in the bottom image are diﬀerent from the cars in the top two images) as
demonstrated in Figure 1.2. However, it would require a car expert to classify the
car images into diﬀerent car models. Therefore, partially labeled examples in the
form of pairwise constraints can be easily collected in abundance since it does not
require much expertise from the human annotators. In addition, another example
of partially labeled data is the low-cost labeled data obtaining from non-experts
is using Amazon Mechanical Turk which is an online marketplace for work that
performs “Human Intelligence Tasks" or HITs with a small amount of monetary
compensation. Since these HITs are performed by non-experts, the obtained la-
beled data is usually highly noisy and can be modeled as a source of partially
labeled data.
In Figure 1.3, we summarize the three main learning frameworks and their
associated data types: (1) supervised learning is mostly focusing on fully labeled
3Figure 1.2: Pairwise constraint information in the car-model recognition
task: an example of partially labeled data.
examples, (2) unsupervised learning is largely focusing on unlabeled examples, and
(3) semi-supervised is focusing on not only fully labeled examples and unlabeled
examples but also partially labeled examples. In this dissertation, we focus on
semi-supervised learning with partially labeled examples. In our semi-supervised
learning framework, the learning algorithm is provided with a large amount of
partially labeled examples and is usually augmented with a relative small set of
fully labeled examples. Our main goal is to integrate partially labeled examples
into the conventional learning framework, i.e. to build more accurate classiﬁer.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follow: ﬁrst, we give a brief review
the maximum margin-based learning framework in Chapter 2 and then each of
the following chapters will address a diﬀerent semi-supervised learning setting. In
Chapter 3, we address the semi-supervised learning problem with pairwise con-
4Figure 1.3: Semi-supervised learning with partially labeled examples in the
big-picture learning framework.
straints. In Chapter 4, we we address the problem of semi-supervised learning
with partial labels. In Chapter 5, we address the problem of semi-supervised hi-
erarchical learning with hierarchical partial labels. In Chapter 6, we address the
problem of multi-instance multi-label learning (MIML). We summary our work and
give directions for our future research in Chapter 7. Since each of the following
chapters focuses a diﬀerent semi-supervised learning setting, the related work will
be discussed separately in each chapter.
In the following section, we introduce examples of partially labeled examples
in various learning subcategories such as traditional single-instance single-label
classiﬁcation, multi-instance multi-label classiﬁcation, structured classiﬁcation, re-
gression, and ordinal regression/ranking.
51.2 Diﬀerent Types of Partially Labeled Examples
In this section, we provide examples of partially labeled information under diﬀerent
learning categories such as traditional single-instance single-label classiﬁcation,
multi-instance multi-label classiﬁcation, structured classiﬁcation, regression, and
ordinal regression/ranking. The list represents several data types that can be
formalized under the framework of semi-supervised learning with partially labeled
examples. This, by no mean, is a complete list of diﬀerent types of partially labeled
examples.
1.2.1 Single-Instance Single-Label Classiﬁcation (SISL)
In traditional single-instance single-label classiﬁcation, a fully labeled example is
given as a pair (x;y) where x 2 X is the input and y 2 Y is the label belonging
to a ﬁnite set Y. We identify two types of partially labeled examples: pairwise
constraint and partial label.
Pairwise constraint is the most common type of partially labeled examples in
SISL classiﬁcation. Formally, a pairwise constraint denoted as a triple (xL;xR; ~ y)
is to indicate whether a pair of examples, (xL;xR), belongs to the same class (a
must-link constraint), ~ y = +1, or to diﬀerent classes (a cannot-link constraint),
~ y =  1.
Partial label is represented as a set of candidate labels for a training example,
one of which is the correct label. Formally, we denote (x;Y ) as a partially labeled
example with a partial label where Y  Y is the set of candidate labels and the
correct label y belongs to the partial label Y , y 2 Y . In Figure 1.4, we demonstrate
6a comparison between a fully labeled example with a single label and a partially
labeled example with a partial label.
Figure 1.4: A comparison between a fully labeled example with a single label
versus a partially labeled example with a partial label.
1.2.2 Multi-Instance Multi-Label Classiﬁcation (MIML)
Multi-instance multi-label is a recently proposed learning framework [3] where
each example is associated with not only multiple instances but also multiple class
labels. in Figure 1.5 we illustrate the diﬀerent between a traditional single-instance
single-label example and a multi-instance multi-label example. For example, in
scene classiﬁcation, an image generally partitions into several segments, each can
be represented as an instance, while such an image can be labeled into multiple
semantic classes simultaneously. Under an assumption that each instance in the
bag of instances is only associated with a single class label, we can view an MIML
example as a partially labeled example. Formally, an MIML example is denoted
as (X;Y ) where X  X is a bag of instances fx1;x2;:::;xng and Y  Y is a set
of labels fy1;y2;:::;ylg associated with X. Here n is the number of instances in
X and l is the number of labels in Y .
7Figure 1.5: A comparison between a single-instance single-label example and
a multi-instance multi-label example.
1.2.3 Structured Classiﬁcation
Structured classiﬁcation considers the problem of learning a function with complex
outputs, where the prediction is not a single univariate response (e.g. 0=1 for
binary classiﬁcation or a real number for regression), but a complex multivariate
object. In this framework, we investigate two structured classiﬁcation problems:
hierarchical classiﬁcation and sequence labeling.
In hierarchical classiﬁcation, given a label hierarchy, a fully labeled example
provides a path from the root node to a leaf node while a partially labeled ex-
ample only provides a path from the root node to an internal node. Figure 1.6
demonstrates pictorially a comparison between a fully labeled hierarchical example
and a partially labeled hierarchical example for the learning problem of hierarchical
classiﬁcation.
8Figure 1.6: A comparison between a fully labeled hierarchical example and
a partially labeled hierarchical example.
Figure 1.7: A comparison between a fully labeled sequence and a partially
labeled sequence for the OCR application.
In sequence labeling, a fully labeled example is represented as (X;Y ) where
X 2 X T is a sequence of input tokens fx1;x2;:::;xTg and Y 2 YT is a sequence
of corresponding labels fy1;y2;:::;yTg. A partially labeled example is obtained
when some input tokens do not have their corresponding labels. In Figure 1.7,
we show a comparison between a fully labeled sequence and a partially labeled
sequence for the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) application.
91.2.4 Regression
In regression, a fully labeled example is given as (x;y) where x 2 X represents input
features and y 2 R is a real number representing a target output. A natural form
of partially labeled data is an interval label. Formally, a partially labeled example
with an interval label is represented as (x;ylo;yhi) where the true regression value y
for x is between the two bounds, ylo  y  yhi. Figure 1.8 demonstrates pictorially
a comparison between a fully labeled regression example and a partially labeled
regression example with an interval label.
Our proposed regression with partially labeled examples is diﬀerent from a
recently develop method for regression with prediction interval estimation [4]. In
[4], their proposed learning method utilizes fully labeled examples as the source of
learning and in addition to the regression values as output, the learning method
also estimates the prediction interval (error bars).
Figure 1.8: A comparison between a fully labeled regression example and a
partially labeled regression example with an interval label.
Another example of partially labeled information in the regression setting is
survival analysis [5, 6] which is also called “reliability analysis” or “failure time
analysis”. Survival analysis is comprised of both censored and complete data.
10A censored observation is deﬁned as an observation with incomplete information
because the subject did not have an event during the time that the subject was
part of the study. The point of survival analysis is to follow subjects over time
and observe at which point in time they experience the event of interest. It often
happens that the study does not span enough time in order to observe the event for
all the subjects in the study. This could be due to a number of reasons. Perhaps
subjects drop out of the study for reasons unrelated to the study (i.e. patients
moving to another area and leaving no forwarding address). The common feature
of all of these examples is that if the subject had been able to stay in the study
then it would have been possible to observe the time of the event eventually.
1.2.5 Ordinal Regression/Ranking
In ordinal regression/ranking, a fully labeled example is represented as (x;y) where
x 2 X is the input features and y 2 f1;2;:::;Kg. Furthermore, there is a prefer-
ential ordering among the labels, i.e. 1  2    K. The ﬁrst form of partially
labeled data is a range label. Speciﬁcally, a partially labeled example with a range
label is represented as (x;ylo;yhi) where the true ordinal value y for x is lie between
the two bounds, ylo  y  yhi. The range label can be viewed as a special case of
partial label which is a subset of all possible labels.
In addition, an ordinal pairwise constraint is also another form of partially
labeled data in this learning framework. Formally, an ordinal pairwise constraint
11is formulated as (xL;xR; ~ y), where
~ y =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
+1 if yL > yR
0 if yL = yR
 1 if yL < yR
:
Note that this is diﬀerent from the pairwise constraints in the classiﬁcation set-
ting since the pair of labels in an ordinal pairwise constraint also consists of the
preferential order.
12CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
A maximum margin-based learning approach has been shown to be a very eﬀective
technique to solve various machine learning problems. Throughout this disserta-
tion, many problems arisen from semi-supervised learning with partially labeled
examples are formalized under the maximum margin-based learning framework.
In order to make ourself familiar with the maximum margin-based learning frame-
work, we give a brief review the maximum margin-based multiclass classiﬁcation
problem proposed by [7]. The notations presented in this section will appear
throughout the dissertation. For a more thorough description of the maximum
margin-based learning, readers can refer to the books [8, 9, 10].
2.1 Problem Setting
In the supervised setting, a learning algorithm typically takes a set of labeled
training examples, L = f(x1;y1);(x2;y2);:::;(xn;yn)g as input, where xi 2 X is
the input features and the corresponding label yi belongs to a ﬁnite set of classes,
yi 2 Y. The goal of classiﬁcation is to form a hypothesis h : X 7! Y which maps
an input x 2 X to an output y 2 Y. Many machine learning algorithms are
formulated to minimize the regularized empirical risk via learning a weight vector
w 2 X:
min
w Rreg(w) := 
(w) + L(w) (2.1)
where L(w) :=
1
n
n X
i=1
l(xi;yi;w)
13where 
() is a convex and monotonically increasing function which serves as a
regularizer with a regularization constant  > 0; and l(xi;yi;w) is a nonnegative
loss function of an example xi measuring the amount of inconsistency between the
correct label yi and the predicted label arising from using the weight parameter
w 2 X.
2.2 The Algorithm: Multiclass-SVM
Consider a mapping  : X  Y 7! F which projects each example-label pair
(x;y) 2 X  Y to (x;y) in a new space F, deﬁned as:
(x;y) =
2
6 6 6 6
4
x  I(y = 1)
:::
x  I(y = jYj)
3
7 7 7 7
5
;
where I() is the indicator function. We can obtain the Multiclass-SVM proposed
by [7] by considering the situation where we use the L2-norm regularization,

(w) =
1
2
kwk
2;
and the loss function l(xi;yi;w) is the hinge loss:
max

0;1  

w
T(xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T(xi;yi)

;
where wT(xi;yi) is the score associated with the correct label yi and
maxyi6=yi wT(xi;yi) is the highest score associated with any other labels yi 6= yi.
Speciﬁcally, the Multiclass-SVM learns a weight vector w and slack variables  via
the following quadratic optimization problem:
14Optimization Problem I: Multiclass-SVM
min
w;0
:

2
kwk
2 +
1
n
n X
i=1
i (2.2)
subject to:
8(xi;yi) 2 L : w
T(xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T(xi;yi)  1   i:
After we have learned w and , the classiﬁcation of a test example x is done by
h(x) = argmax
y2Y
w
T(x;y):
In this margin-based learning framework, we observe that for a training example
(xi;yi) 2 L the score associated with the correct label yi, wT(xi;yi), is greater
than the score associated with any other labels yi 6= yi, wT(xi;yi), by at least
the amount, 1 i. In Figure 2.1, we demonstrate how the relative positions of the
scores associated with example-label pairs wT(xi;) change from before training
to after training for a fully labeled example, (xi;yi).
In order to solve the Multiclass-SVM classiﬁcation, we employ the stochastic
gradient descent approach which has shown to be very eﬃcient and does not re-
quire transforming to the dual formulation [11]. The algorithm alternates between
gradient descent steps and projection steps. In each iteration, the algorithm ﬁrst
computes a set of examples that violates the constraints as formulated in Equation
2.2. Then the weight vector w is updated according to these violated examples. In
the projection step, the weight vector w is projected to the sphere of radius 1=
p
.
The details of the Multiclass-SVM is given in Algorithm 1.
15Figure 2.1: Illustration of how the relative positions of the scores associated
with example-label pairs, wT(xi;), change from before training
to after training for a fully labeled example.
In order to use the kernel trick, as pointed out in [11], we set w1 = 0 then wt
can be written as
wt =
X
x;y
'xy(x;y):
Hence, we can incorporate the usage of kernel when computing inner product
operations, i.e.:
hw;(x
0;y
0)i =
X
x;y
'xyK(x;y;x
0;y
0)
kwk
2 =
X
x;y
X
x0;y0
'xy'x0y0K(x;y;x
0;y
0)
The eﬃciency and guaranteed performance of Multiclass-SVM in solving the
quadratic optimization problem is shown by the following theorem:
16Algorithm 1: Multiclass-SVM
Input: L - the labeled data
 and T - the quadratic programming parameters
Initialize: Choose w1 such that kw1k  1=
p

for t = 1 to T do
Set AL =

(xi;yi) 2 L j wT
t (xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T
t (xi;yi) < 1

Set t =
1
t
Set wt+ 1
2 = (1   t)wt +
t
n
8
<
:
X
(xi;yi)2AL
[(xi;yi)   (xi;yi)]
9
=
;
where yi = argmax
yi6=yi
w
T
t (xi;yi) for (xi;yi) 2 AL
Set wt+1 = min
(
1;
1=
p

kwt+ 1
2k
)
wt+ 1
2
end for
Output: wT+1
Theorem 1 Let
R = 2max
x;y k(x;y)k (2.3)
then the number of iterations for Algorithm 1 to achieving a solution of accuracy
 > 0 is ~ O(R2=()).
Since the proof of the Theorem 1 is done by [11, 12] and is non-essential to
understand our dissertation, we omit it here. For more details, the complete proof
of the Theorem 1 is given in [11, 12].
17CHAPTER 3
CLASSIFICATION WITH PAIRWISE CONSTRAINTS
In this chapter, we address the semi-supervised learning problem when there is
a small amount of labeled data augmented with pairwise constraints indicating
whether a pair of examples belongs to a same class or diﬀerent classes. We intro-
duce a discriminative learning approach that incorporates pairwise constraints into
the conventional margin-based learning framework. We also present an eﬃcient
algorithm to solve the pairwise constraint learning problem. Experiments with
15 data sets show that pairwise constraint information signiﬁcantly increases the
performance of classiﬁcation.
3.1 Introduction
We investigate the usefulness of partially labeled information in the form of pair-
wise constraints. More speciﬁcally, a pairwise constraint between two items in-
dicates whether they belong to the same class (a must-link constraint) or not (a
cannot-link constraint). Similar to unlabeled data, in many applications pairwise
constraints can be collected automatically, e.g. in [13], pairwise constraints are ex-
tracted from surveillance video. Pairwise constraints also can be relatively easy to
collect from human feedback: unlike labels that would require users to have prior
knowledge or experience with a data set, pairwise constraints require often little
eﬀort from users. For example, in face recognition, it is far easier for users to deter-
mine if two faces belong to the same nationality, than it would be for the same users
to classify the faces into diﬀerent nationalities. Our contribution for this chapter
is a discriminative learning approach which incorporates pairwise constraints into
18the conventional margin-based learning framework. In extensive experiments with
a variety of data sets, pairwise constraints signiﬁcantly increase the performance
of classiﬁcation. The chapter is structured as follow: in section 3.2, we describe in
detail our classiﬁcation algorithm that incorporates pairwise constraints, namely
PCSVM; in section 3.3, we review related work on semi-supervised learning with
pairwise constraints; the experimental results and summary are given in section
3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
3.2 The Algorithm: Pairwise Constraints SVM
In the setting of classiﬁcation with pairwise constraints, in addition to the
fully labeled data set L = f(x1;y1);(x2;y2);:::;(xn;yn)g, there is addi-
tional partially labeled examples in the form of pairwise constraints C =
f(x
1;x

1; ~ y1);(x
2;x

2; ~ y2);:::;(x
m;x
m; ~ ym)g where x
i ;x

i 2 X and ~ yi 2 f+1; 1g
is the indicator of whether x
i and x

i belong to the same class (a must-link con-
straint, ~ yi = +1), or not (a cannot-link constraint, ~ yi =  1). Ultimately, the goal
of classiﬁcation is to form a hypothesis h : X 7! Y.
Similar to how the Multiclass-SVM enforces a maximum margin for each fully
labeled example as described in Chapter 2, we incorporate the pairwise constraints
into the maximum margin-based learning framework. The classiﬁcation with pair-
wise constraints is also formulated to minimize the regularized empirical risk as
shown in Equation 2.1,
min
w Rreg(w) := 
(w) + L(w)
where we use the L2-norm regularization, i.e. 
(w) = 1
2kwk2 and the loss function
L(w) is the addition of the empirical loss due to the fully labeled examples and the
19pairwise constraints which comprises the must-link constraints and the cannot-link
constraints. Formally, the loss function can be expressed as:
L(w) :=
1
n + m
2
4
X
(xi;yi)2L
l(xi;yi;w) +
X
(x
i ;x

i ;~ yi)2C
l~ yi(x

i ;x

i ;w)
3
5; (3.1)
where l(xi;yi;w) is set to the hinge loss as in the case of Multiclass-SVM:
l(xi;yi;w) = max

0;1  

w
T(xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T(xi;yi)

;
and l~ yi(x
i ;x

i ;w) is also set to the pairwise hinge loss:
l~ yi(x
i ;x

i ;w) =
8
> > <
> > :
max(0;1   [max
y
i 6=y

i
w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)   max
y
i =y

i
w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)]); if ~ yi = +1
max(0;1   [max
y
i =y

i
w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)   max
y
i 6=y

i
w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)]); if ~ yi =  1
:
In our framework, we deﬁne the mapping of a pairwise constraint as the sum of
the individual example-label scores,
(x
;x
;y
;y
) = (x
;y
) + (x
;y
):
In other words, given a positive pairwise constraint (x;x;+1), we want the
maximum score associated with the same-label pair y = y,
max
y
i =y

i

w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)

;
to begreater than the maximum score associated with any diﬀerent-label pairs
y 6= y,
max
y
i 6=y

i

w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)

;
by a soft margin of at least 1   . Similarly, for a negative pairwise constraint
(x;x; 1) we have the following inequality,
max
y
i 6=y

i

w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)

  max
y
i =y

i

w
T(x
;x
;y
;y
)

 1   
:
20In Figure 3.1, we demonstrate how the relative positions of the pairwise scores
associated with label-pairs, wT(x;x;;), change from before training to after
training for a positive pairwise constraint, (x;x;+1).
Formally, the pairwise constraint SVM classiﬁcation (PCSVM) learns a weight
vector w and slack variables ;; via the following maximum margin-based
quadratic optimization problem:
Optimization Problem II: Pairwise Constraint SVM (PCSVM)
min
w;0;0;0
:

2
kwk
2 +
1
n + m
0
@
n X
i=1
i +
X
i2C+
i +
X
i2C 


i
1
A (3.2)
subject to:
8(xi;yi) 2 L;yi 2 Ynyi :
wT [(xi;yi)   (xi;yi)]  1   i;
8(x
i ;x

j; ~ yi) 2 C
+ :
max
y
i =y

i
h
w
T(x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
  max
y
i 6=y

i
h
w
T(x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
 1   i;
8(x
i ;x

j; ~ yi) 2 C
  :
max
y
i 6=y

i
h
w
T(x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
  max
y
i =y

i
h
w
T(x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
 1   

i ;
where C
+ = f(x
i ;x

j; ~ yi) 2 C j ~ yi = +1g and C
  = f(x
i ;x

j; ~ yi) 2 C j ~ yi =  1g
are the set of same constraints (must-link constraints) and diﬀerent constraints
(cannot-link constraints) respectively. The classiﬁcation of a test example is done
in the same manner as for the Multiclass-SVM classiﬁcation:
h(x) = argmax
y2Y
w
T(x;y):
In order to solve the pairwise constraint SVM classiﬁcation, we extend the
primal quadratic programming solver by [11]. The PCSVM is a simple and eﬀective
21Algorithm 2: Pairwise Constraint SVM Classiﬁcation (PCSVM)
Input: L - the fully labeled data set and C - the pairwise constraint data set
 and T - the quadratic programming parameters
Initialize: Choose w1 such that kw1k  1=
p

for t = 1 to T do
Set A =

(xi;yi) 2 L j wT
t (xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T
t (xi;yi) < 1

Set A
+ =
(
(x
i ;x

i ; ~ yi) 2 C
+ j max
y
i =y

i
h
w
T
t (x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
  max
y
i 6=y

i
h
w
T
t (x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
< 1
)
Set A
  =
(
(x
i ;x

i ; ~ yi) 2 C
  j max
y
i 6=y

i
h
w
T
t (x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
  max
y
i =y

i
h
w
T
t (x

i ;x

i ;y

i ;y

i )
i
< 1
)
Set t =
1
t
Set wt+ 1
2 = (1   t)wt +
t
n + m
8
<
:
X
(xi;yi)2A
[(xi;yi)   (xi;yi)]
+
X
(x
i ;x

i ;~ yi)2A+
h
(x

i ;x

i ;y

+;y

+)   (x

i ;x

i ;y

 ;y

 )
i
+
X
(x
i ;x

i ;~ yi)2A 
h
(x

i ;x

i ;y

 ;y

 )   (x

i ;x

i ;y

+;y

+)
i
9
=
;
where yi = argmax
yi6=yi
w
T
t (xi;yi),
(y
+;y

+) = argmax
y=y
w
T
t (x

i ;x

i ;y
;y
),
(y
 ;y

 ) = argmax
y6=y
w
T
t (x

i ;x

i ;y
;y
)
Set wt+1 = min
(
1;
1=
p

kwt+ 1
2k
)
wt+ 1
2
end for
Output: wT+1
22Figure 3.1: Illustration of how the relative positions of the pairwise scores
associated with label-pairs, wT(x
i ;x

i ;;), change from before
training to after training for a positive pairwise constraint.
iterative algorithm for solving the above quadratic programming and does not
require transforming to the dual formulation. The algorithm alternates between
gradient descent steps and projection steps. In each iteration, the algorithm ﬁrst
computes a set of labeled examples A  L, a set of positive pairwise constraints
A
+  C
+, and a set of negative pairwise constraints A
   C
  that contain
violated examples. Then the weight vector w is updated according to the violated
sets A, A
+, and A
 . In the projection step, the weight vector w is projected to
the sphere of radius 1=
p
. The details of the PCSVM is given in Algorithm 2.
We observed that if w1 = 0 then wt can be written as
wt =
X
x;y
'xy(x;y):
Hence, we can incorporate the usage of kernel when computing inner product
23operations, i.e.:
hw;(x
0;y
0)i =
X
x;y
'xyK(x;y;x
0;y
0)
kwk
2 =
X
x;y
X
x0;y0
'xy'x0y0K(x;y;x
0;y
0)
In our experiments, we use the polynomial kernel,
K(x;y;x
0;y
0) = h(x;y);(x
0;y
0)i
d
where the polynomial kernel degree d is chosen from the set f1;2;3;4;5g.
3.3 Related Work
For classiﬁcation, pairwise constraints have been shown to improve the perfor-
mance of classiﬁers. In [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], pairwise constraints is used to
learn a Mahalanobis metric and then apply distance-based classiﬁer such as KNN
to the transformed data. Unlike our proposed method, most metric learning al-
gorithms deal with labeled data indirectly by converting into pairwise constraints.
In addition, the work of [13, 21] is most related to our proposed algorithm. In [13],
the authors also presented a discriminative learning framework which can learn
the decision boundary with labeled data as well as additional pairwise constraints.
However, in the method PKLR proposed by [13] a logistic regression loss function
is used for binary classiﬁcation instead of the hinge loss. In [21], the authors pro-
posed a binary classiﬁer which also utilizes pairwise constraint information. The
proposed classiﬁer, Linear-PC, is a sign-insensitive estimator of the optimal linear
decision boundary.
Similarly, pairwise constraints have also shown to be successful in the semi-
supervised learning [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. In particular, COPKmeans [23]
24is a semi-supervised variant of Kmeans. COPKmeans follows the same clustering
procedure of Kmeans while avoiding violations of pairwise constraints. In addition,
[29] utilized both metric learning and pairwise constraints in the clustering pro-
cess. In MPCKmeans (metric learning and constraints Kmeans), a separate weight
matrix for each cluster is learned to minimize the distance between must-linked
instances and maximize the distance between cannot-link instances. Hence, the
objective function of MPCKmeans minimizes cluster dispersion under the learned
metrics while reducing constraint violations. However, most existing algorithms
can only ﬁnd a local-optimal solution for the clustering problem with users’ feed-
back.
3.4 Experiments
We evaluate our proposed algorithms on ﬁfteen data sets from the UCI repository
[2] and the LIBSVM data [30]. A summary of the data sets is given in Table 3.1.
For the PCSVM algorithm, we set the parameter values used in the experiments as
follows: (i) The SVM  parameter is chosen from f10ig3
i= 3; (ii) The kernel degree,
d, is selected from the set f1;2;3;4;5g. The parameters,  and d, are selected
using two fold cross validation on the training pairwise constraints.
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we compare the performance of the PCSVM
against the two other methods proposed by [13, 21], called PKLR and Linear-
PC respectively, on 9 binary data set. In Figure 3.2, we plot the performance of
PCSVM Linear-PC, and PKLR versus the number of pairwise constraints when
there are 5 fully labeled examples per class. To summarize the information, Figure
3.3 presents the same information by averaging across 9 binary data sets. Across 9
25Figure 3.2: Classiﬁcation Performance (Error) of 9 binary data sets using 5
labeled points per class: PCSVM (3-blue-solid), Linear-PC (-
red-dotted), and PKLR (2-green-dashed) versus the number of
pairwise constraints.
binary data sets, diﬀerent numbers of pairwise constraints and diﬀerent numbers of
fully labeled examples, we observe that both PCSVM and PKLR show signiﬁcant
improvement over Linear-PC. The inferior performance of Linear-PC is due to the
fact that the estimator only ﬁnds the optimal linear decision boundary. On the
other hand, PCSVM and PKLR are able to handle the non-linear separable case by
utilizing the non-linear kernel functions. In addition, we also observe that PKLR
tends to produce better performance than PCSVM when the number of training
pairwise constraints is small. As the number of pairwise constraints increases,
26Figure 3.3: Average classiﬁcation performance (Error) of 9 binary data sets
using f1;2;3;4;5g labeled point(s) per class: PCSVM (3-blue-
solid), Linear-PC (-red-dotted), and PKLR (2-green-dashed)
versus the number of pairwise constraints.
PCSVM outperforms PKLR. An explanation of this phenomenon is that PCSVM
is overﬁtting for a small number of training pairwise constraints.
In the second set of experiments, we compare the performance of the PCSVM
against the regular SVM which ignores the pairwise constraints and SVM-All when
all examples in the pairwise constraints are labeled. In Figure 3.4, we plot the
performance of the PCSVM versus the number of pairwise constraints presented
in the training set when there are 5 labeled examples per class for all 15 data
sets. To summarize the information, Figure 3.5 shows the same information but
averaging across 15 data sets. Across all data sets, we observe that the performance
of the PCSVM is between the performance of SVM and SVM-All. This behavior
is what we should expect since pairwise constraint information helps to improve
the performance of PCSVM over SVM which does not use this information; and
27Figure 3.4: Classiﬁcation Performance (Error) of 15 data sets using 5 labeled
points per class: PCSVM (3-blue-solid), SVM (-red-dotted),
and SVM-All (2-green-dashed) versus the number of pairwise
constraints.
28Table 3.1: A summary of the data sets using to evaluate Classiﬁcation with
Pairwise Constraints (PCSVM)
Data sets Classes Size Features
australian 2 690 14
spambase 2 2300 57
ionosphere 2 351 34
german 2 1000 24
heart 2 270 13
diabetes 2 768 8
liver-disorder 2 345 6
splice 2 3175 60
mushroom 2 8124 112
svmguide2 3 391 20
vehicle 4 846 18
dermatology 6 179 34
satimage 6 6435 36
segment 7 2310 19
vowel 11 990 10
labeled data should still provide more discriminative information to the SVM-All
than pairwise constraint information could do to the PCSVM. Note that PCSVM,
by learning from the pairwise constraints, on average yields half or more of the
error reduction that could be achieved by learning with labels. Hence, SVM and
SVM-All can be viewed as the lower and upper bound on the performance of
PCSVM.
29Figure 3.5: Average classiﬁcation performance (Error) of 15 data sets using
f1;2;3;4;5g labeled point(s) per class: PCSVM (3-blue-solid),
SVM (-red-dotted), and SVM-All (2-green-dashed) versus the
number of pairwise constraints.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we study the problem of classiﬁcation in the presence of pairwise
constraints. We propose a discriminative learning approach which incorporates
pairwise constraints into the margin-based learning framework. We also present
an eﬃcient algorithm that integrates pairwise constraints into the multiclass clas-
siﬁcation problem. In experiments with 15 data sets, pairwise constraints not only
improves the performance of the binary classiﬁcation in comparison with two other
methods (Linear-PC and PKLR) but also signiﬁcantly increase the performance
of the multiclass classiﬁcation.
This chapter focuses on the classiﬁcation problem in presence of pairwise con-
straints as partially labeled examples. Suppose instead we utilize a diﬀerent source
30of partially labeled information, named partial labels. In the next chapter, we ad-
dress the semi-supervised learning problem where the fully labeled examples is
augmented with partial labels.
31CHAPTER 4
CLASSIFICATION WITH PARTIAL LABELS
In this chapter, we address the problem of semi-supervised learning when some
cases are fully labeled while other cases are only partially labeled in the form of
partial labels. Partial labels are a set of possible candidate labels for each training
example, one of which is the correct/true label. We introduce a discriminative
learning approach that incorporates partially labeled examples with partial labels
into the conventional maximum margin-based learning framework. The classiﬁca-
tion with partial labels is formulated as a quadratic optimization problem mini-
mizing the regularized L2-norm empirical risk using hinge loss. We also present an
eﬃcient algorithm for classiﬁcation in the presence of partially labeled examples
with partial labels. Experiments with six diﬀerent data sets from UCI reposi-
tory demonstrate that partially labeled examples with partial labels signiﬁcantly
improve performance of classiﬁcation when there are traditional fully labeled ex-
amples, and also yields reasonable performance in the absence of any fully labeled
examples.
4.1 Introduction
In the traditional single-instance single-label classiﬁcation, we investigate the use-
fulness of a diﬀerent form of partially labeled information, named Partial Labels.
A partial label is presented as a set of possible candidate labels for each training
example, one of which is the correct/true label. Unlike fully labeled data that
would require users to have prior knowledge or experience with a data set, par-
tially labeled examples with partial labels usually require less eﬀort from users.
32For example, in the task of predicting nationality based on facial images, it is
relatively easier for users to determine if a face belongs to a group of countries
such as Asian countries, African countries or Western countries than to identify
the exact nationality. As we can see from this example, a special case of classiﬁca-
tion with partial label sets is the hierarchical semi-supervised learning, where the
bottom of the hierarchy represents fully labeled information, and nodes higher in
the hierarchy represent the partial label. (Note that it is not necessary that the
partial label restricts to a hierarchy.) Furthermore, in medical diagnosis, a physi-
cian is sometimes able to discard some diseases, but not to pinpoint the precise
illness of his/her patient. Hence, partially labeled examples with partial labels are
sometimes a more faithful description of the true state of knowledge when labeling
is performed by an expert. Another application of partial labels is to model the
uncertainty in the labeling process where a labeler is unable to identify the exact
true label of a given example.
Partial label information has also been investigated by [31]. In contrast to our
maximum margin-based learning framework, the authors introduces the minimum
entropy regularizer for learning from partial labels. In addition, the authors also
point out that partial labeling has been investigated in the framework of probability
and Dempster-Shafer theories [32]. Dempster-Shafer theory is able to reason on
beliefs expressed on subsets of Y without distributing them to singletons. The
reader is referred to [32], where classiﬁers based on Dempster-Shafer theory are
compared to probabilistic mixture models. These references were pointed out to
us after our work are published.
In this work, we propose a discriminative learning approach which incorpo-
rates partially labeled examples with partial labels into the conventional maximum
33margin-based learning framework. We extend the maximum margin-based learn-
ing framework for the multiclass classiﬁcation, Multiclass-SVM, to include partial
label information. In our experiment with a variety of data sets from UCI reposi-
tory, partially labeled examples with partial labels not only signiﬁcantly improve
performance of classiﬁcation when there is traditional fully labeled data, but also
yield reasonable performance in the absence of any fully labeled data. The chapter
is structured as follow: in section 4.2, we describe in detail the new maximum
margin-based classiﬁcation algorithm incorporating partial labels; the experimen-
tal results and summary are given in section 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. For the rest
of this chapter, we identify partially labeled examples with partial labels as partial
labels.
4.2 The Algorithm: Classiﬁcation with Partial Labels
In this section, we address the problem of semi-supervised learning when there
are additional partially labeled examples, in the form of partial labels, aug-
mented with fully labeled examples. In addition to the fully labeled data, L =
f(x1;y1);(x2;y2);:::;(xn;yn)g, we denote PL = f(x1;Y1);(x2;Y2);:::;(xm;Ym)g
as the set of partial label training data, where xi 2 X is the input features and
the corresponding set of possible candidate labels Yi  Y, one of which is the
correct/true label. Here, n is the number of fully labeled examples, and m is the
number of partially labeled examples with partial labels.
The partial label learning problem is also formulated to minimize the regular-
ized empirical risk as shown in Equation 2.1,
min
w
Rreg(w) := 
(w) + L(w)
34Figure 4.1: Illustration of how the relative positions of the scores associated
with example-label pairs wT(xi;) change from before training
to after training for a partial label example.
where the loss function L(w) is the summation of the empirical loss due to the
fully labeled data and the partial label data. Formally, the loss function can be
expressed as,
L(w) :=
1
n + m
"
n X
i=1
l(xi;yi;w) +
m X
i=1
l(xi;Yi;w)
#
(4.1)
where l(xi;yi;w) is the individual loss due to a fully labeled example and l(xi;Yi;w)
is the individual loss due to a partial label.
Similar to Multiclass-SVM, for the partial label classiﬁcation we utilize the
same L2-norm regularization,

(w) =
1
2
kwk
2
and the hinge loss for the fully labeled data,
l(xi;yi;w) = max

0;1  

w
T(xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T(xi;yi)

:
35Furthermore, we use the following hinge loss, l(xi;Yi;w), for the partial label data:
l(xi;Yi;w) = max

0;1  

max
yi2Yi
w
T(xi;yi)   max
yi62Yi
w
T(xi;yi)

:
The justiﬁcation of using the hinge loss for the partial label data is that for a
partial label training example (xi;Yi) 2 PL the maximum score associated with
the partial labels yi 2 Yi,
max
yi2Yi
w
T(xi;yi);
is greater than the maximum score associated with any other labels yi 62 Yi,
max
yi62Yi
w
T(xi;yi);
by at least the amount, 1   i, where  is the slack variables for the partial label
data. In Figure 4.1, we demonstrate how the relative positions of the scores asso-
ciated with example-label pairs, wT(xi;), change from before training to after
training for a partial label example, (xi;Yi).
In the semi-supervised learning setting in the presence of partial labels, the
average size of the partial label sets,
1
m
m X
i=1
jYij;
of the partial label data provides a rough indication of the amount of discriminative
information given to the learning algorithm. In the limit, if jYij = 1 then we
have the conventional supervised learning framework where each training example
is given the correct/true label. Moreover, if jYij = jYj then we obtain the semi-
supervised learning framework where there is additional unlabeled data augmented
with the fully labeled data. We will show later in the experiment section, how the
classiﬁcation performance changes as the average size of the partial labels varies.
Formally, the partial label SVM classiﬁcation (PL-SVM) learns a weight vector
w and slack variables  and  via the following quadratic optimization problem:
36Optimization Problem III: Partial Label Classificaiton PL-SVM
min
w;0;0
:

2
kwk
2 +
1
n + m
 
n X
i=1
i +
m X
i=1
i
!
(4.2)
subject to:
8(xi;yi) 2 L :
wT(xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T(xi;yi)  1   i;
8(xi;Yi) 2 PL :
max
yi2Yi
w
T(xi;yi)   max
yi62Yi
w
T(xi;yi)  1   i:
The classiﬁcation of a test example is done in the same manner as for the
Multiclass-SVM classiﬁcation,
h(x) = argmax
y2Y
w
T(x;y):
In order to solve the partial label SVM classiﬁcation (PL-SVM), we employ the
stochastic gradient descent approach which has shown to be very eﬃcient and does
not require transforming to the dual formulation [11]. The PL-SVM algorithm is
a simple and eﬀective iterative algorithm for solving the above quadratic program-
ming. The algorithm alternates between gradient descent steps and projection
steps. In each iteration, the algorithm ﬁrst computes a set of labeled examples
AL  L and a set of partially labeled examples APL  PL that contain violated
examples. Then the weight vector w is updated according to the violated sets AL
and APL. In the projection step, the weight vector w is projected to the sphere of
radius 1=
p
. The details of the PL-Pegasos is given in Algorithm 3.
In order to use the kernel trick, as pointed out in [11], we set w1 = 0 then wt
can be written as
wt =
X
x;y
'xy(x;y):
37Algorithm 3: : Partial Label SVM Classiﬁcation (PL-SVM)
Input: L - the labeled data
PL - the partial label data
 and T - the quadratic programming parameters
Initialize: Choose w1 such that kw1k  1=
p

for t = 1 to T do
Set AL =

(xi;yi) 2 L j wT
t (xi;yi)   max
yi6=yi
w
T
t (xi;yi) < 1

Set APL =

(xi;Yi) 2 PL j max
yi2Yi
wT
t (xi;yi)   max
yi62Yi
wT
t (xi;yi) < 1

Set t =
1
t
Set wt+ 1
2 = (1   t)wt +
t
n + m
8
<
:
X
(xi;yi)2AL
[(xi;yi)   (xi;yi)]
+
X
(xi;Yi)2APL

(xi;y
PL
i )   (xi;y
PL
i )

9
=
;
where yi = argmax
yi6=yi
wT
t (xi;yi) for (xi;yi) 2 AL;
yPL
i = argmax
yi2Yi
wT
t (xi;yi),
yPL
i = argmax
yi62Yi
wT
t (xi;yi) for (xi;Yi) 2 APL
Set wt+1 = min
(
1;
1=
p

kwt+ 1
2k
)
wt+ 1
2
end for
Output: wT+1
38Hence, we can incorporate the usage of kernel when computing inner product
operations, i.e.:
hw;(x
0;y
0)i =
X
x;y
'xyK(x;y;x
0;y
0)
kwk
2 =
X
x;y
X
x0;y0
'xy'x0y0K(x;y;x
0;y
0)
In our experiments, we use the polynomial kernel,
K(x;y;x
0;y
0) = h(x;y);(x
0;y
0)i
d
where the polynomial kernel degree d is chosen from the set f1;2;3;4;5g.
4.3 Experiments
We evaluate our proposed algorithm (PL-SVM) on six data set from the UCI
repository [2] and the LIBSVM data [30]. A summary of the data sets is given in
Table 4.1.
In our experiments, we compare the classiﬁcation performance of the PL-SVM
algorithm which utilizes the partial label information against the regular SVM
which ignores the partial labels. As a upper bound for the performance of the
PL-SVM algorithm, we train a regular SVM using the fully labeled data and the
partial label data where the true labels are revealed to the algorithm. (We refer to
this training procedure as SVM All.) For all the algorithms, we set the parameter
values as follows:
(i) The regularization constant  and the polynomial kernel degree d are chosen
from the set f10ig3
i= 3 and f1;2;3;4;5g, respectively. Both the parameters  and
d are selected using two fold cross validation on the fully labeled training set. An
39Table 4.1: A summary of the data sets using to evaluate the Partial Label
Classiﬁcation (PL-SVM)
Data sets Classes Train Test Features
leter 26 15000 5000 16
mnist 10 60000 10000 780
pendigits 10 8992 2000 16
satimage 6 4435 2000 36
segment 7 1960 350 19
usps 10 7291 2007 256
alternative approach to perform model selection is to also include the partially
labeled examples. However, this would require to derive a performance measure
for the partially labeled examples. For simplicity, we just use the fully labeled data
to perform model selection.
(ii) The sizes of the fully labeled training data and of the partial label training
data, jLj and jPLj, are selected from the set f100;200;400;800g. Both the fully
labeled training data and the partial label training data are randomly sampled
from the training set.
(iii) The size of the partial labels, jYij, is chosen from the set f2;3;4;5g. We
observe that our evaluation data sets consist of diﬀerent number of classes ranging
from 6 (SATIMAGE data set) to 26 (LETER data set) classes. Hence, an alter-
native way to select the size of the partial labels is based on the percentage of the
number of classes. For simplicity, we choose to use the integer values for the size
of the partial labels. For each example, the labels in the partial labels (except the
true label) are randomly selected. Here, we make an implicit assumption that all
40Figure 4.2: Average Classiﬁcation Performance of SVM (+-black-solid),
SVM All (-black-dashed), and PL-SVM (2-blue-dotted: Par-
tial Labels=2, 5-green-dotted: Partial Labels=3, -red-dotted:
Partial Labels=4, 3-magenta-dotted: Partial Labels=5) versus
the size of partial label data across six data sets.
labels except the true label for a given partial label example are uniformly dis-
tributed. However, in a real-world data set this assumption may not hold since
the labels in a partial label example are usually semantically closed to each other.
41Figure 4.3: Average Classiﬁcation Performance of PL-SVM versus the partial
labels where the size of the partial label data is ﬁxed at 800, one
for each size of the fully labeled data.
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44In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, we plot the classiﬁcation performance of SVM, SVM All
and PL-SVM (one for each value of the partial labels) versus the size of the partial
label data at diﬀerent sizes of the fully labeled training data for six data sets. To
summarize the information, Figure 4.2 shows the same information but averaging
across the six data set. For all six data sets, we observe that the performance of
the PL-SVM is between the performance of SVM and SVM All. This behavior is
what we would expect since partial label information helps to signiﬁcantly improve
the performance of PL-SVM over SVM which does not use this information; and
fully labeled data should still provide more discriminative information to the SVM
All than partial labels could to the PL-SVM. Also the learning curve for PL-SVM
as the size of the partial label data is varied behave as expected: for a ﬁxed
fully labeled training size, as we increase the amount of the partial label data the
performance of PL-SVM is also increasing.
In Figure 4.3, we plot the average performance of PL-SVM across six data sets
versus the size of partial labels where the size of the partial label data is ﬁxed at
800. For all the sizes of the fully labeled data, we observe the expected inverse
relation between the performance of PL-SVM and the size of the partial labels: as
we increase the size of the partial labels the performance of PL-SVM is decreasing.
This behavior is expected since the larger the size of the partial labels the less
discriminative power each partial label example provides.
In Figure 4.4, we plot the percentage of performance improvement of PL-SVM
(one for each size of the partial labels) over SVM versus the size of fully labeled
data where the size of the partial label data is ﬁxed at 800. We observed that as
the size of the fully labeled data increases the performance improvement of PL-
SVM over SVM decreases. This correlation is expected since as there is more fully
45Figure 4.6: Classiﬁcation Performance of SVM (+-black-solid), SVM All (-
black-dashed), and PL-SVM (2-blue-dotted: Partial Labels=2,
5-green-dotted: Partial Labels=3, -red-dotted: Partial La-
bels=4, 3-magenta-dotted: Partial Labels=5) versus the size of
partial label data for three data sets: letter, mnist, and pendigits.
46Figure 4.7: Classiﬁcation Performance of SVM (+-black-solid), SVM All (-
black-dashed), and PL-SVM (2-blue-dotted: Partial Labels=2,
5-green-dotted: Partial Labels=3, -red-dotted: Partial La-
bels=4, 3-magenta-dotted: Partial Labels=5) versus the size of
partial label data for three data sets: satimage, segment, and
usps.
47labeled data, there is less additional discriminative power from the partial label
data. In this plot, we also notice that the percentage of performance improvement
of PL-SVM over SVM decreases as we increase the size of the partial labels.
In addition, we also compare the performance of PL-SVM (one for each size
of the partial labels) against SVM All in the absence of fully labeled data. In
Figure 4.5, we plot the classiﬁcation performance of SVM All and PL-SVM versus
the size of the partial label data. Even in the absence of the fully labeled data,
the performance of PL-SVM (especially when the size of partial labels is 2) is
competitive with that of SVM All.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we address the problem of learning when some cases are fully
labeled while other cases are only partially labeled, in the form of partial labels.
Partial labels are represented as a set of possible candidate labels for each training
example, one of which is the correct label. We formulate the partial label learning
problem as a quadratic optimization minimizing the regularized L2-norm empirical
risk using hinge loss and present an eﬃcient algorithm for classiﬁcation in the
presence of partial labels. In our experiment, we evaluate the performance of
PL-SVM when we vary the amount of fully labeled data, the amount of partial
label data, and the average size of the partial labels. In summary, partial label
information improves the performance of classiﬁcation when there is traditional
fully labeled data, and also yields reasonable performance in the absence of any
fully labeled data.
This chapter focuses on the classiﬁcation in presence of partial labels as par-
48tially labeled examples. Suppose instead we consider a structure learning problem,
named hierarchical classiﬁcation. In the next chapter, we address on the hierarchi-
cal semi-supervised learning where the fully labeled labeled examples is augmented
with hierarchical partial labels.
49CHAPTER 5
HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION WITH PARTIAL LABELS
In this chapter, we address the problem of semi-supervised hierarchical learning
when some cases are fully labeled while other cases are only partially labeled,
named Hierarchical Partial Labels. Given a label hierarchy, a fully labeled exam-
ple provides a path from the root node to a leaf node while a partially labeled
example only provides a path from the root node to an internal node. We intro-
duce a discriminative learning approach, called Partial HSVM, that incorporates
partially labeled information into the hierarchical maximum margin-based learning
framework. The partially labeled hierarchical learning problem is formulated as a
quadratic optimization that minimizes the empirical risk with L2-norm regulariza-
tion. We also present an eﬃcient algorithm for the hierarchical classiﬁcation in the
presence of partially labeled information. In our experiments with the WIPO-alpha
patent collection, we compare our proposed algorithm with two other baseline ap-
proaches: Binary HSVM, a standard approach to hierarchical classiﬁcation, which
builds a binary classiﬁer (SVM) at each node in the hierarchy, and PL-SVM, a
ﬂat multiclass classiﬁer which can take advantages of the partial label information
(The detail description of this algorithm is in Chapter 4). Our empirical results
show that Partial HSVM outperforms Binary HSVM and PL-SVM across diﬀer-
ent performance metrics. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
algorithm, Partial HSVM, combines the strength of both methods, the Binary
HSVM and PL-SVM, since it utilizes both the hierarchical information and the
partially labeled examples. In addition, we observe the positive correlation be-
tween the labeling eﬀort in obtaining partially labeled data and the improvement
in performance.
505.1 Introduction
The problem of hierarchical classiﬁcation has been extensively studied in recent
years [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. In hierarchical classiﬁcation, examples are
classiﬁed into diﬀerent paths of a given label hierarchy. Traditionally, a fully
labeled example is labeled by a path from the root node to a leaf node in the label
hierarchy. Here, a partially labeled example is labeled by a path from the root
node to an internal node. In Figure 5.1, we demonstrate the diﬀerence between a
fully labeled example and a partially labeled example. Unlike fully labeled data
that would require users to have extensive prior knowledge or experience with a
data set, partially labeled examples relatively require often less eﬀort from users.
For example, in the task of hierarchical text classiﬁcation, it is relatively easier
for users to determine if a document belongs a science category versus politics
or sport categories than to classify into diﬀerent subcategories of science such as
chemistry, physics, etc. Speciﬁcally, in web taxonomies such as ODP and Yahoo!
which contain hundreds of thousands of categories, much of the web content does
not have the full path label [41]. We will show that partially labeled data in the
framework of hierarchical classiﬁcation helps producing better classiﬁers without
too much labeling annotation from users.
In this work, we propose a discriminative learning approach which incorporates
partially labeled information into the hierarchical margin-based learning frame-
work, called Partial HSVM. In our experiment with the WIPO-alpha patent col-
lection [42], we show that Partial HSVM outperforms both Binary HSVM, a stan-
dard method for hierarchical classiﬁcation, which builds a binary SVM classiﬁer
at each node of the hierarchy; and PL-SVM, a ﬂat multiclass classiﬁer which can
take advantages of the partial label information. In addition, we also show the
51Figure 5.1: Examples of fully labeled and partially labeled hierarchical data.
trade-oﬀ between the labeling eﬀort of obtaining partially labeled data and the
improvement in performance of our proposed method. The chapter is structured
as follow: in section 5.2, we describe in detail the novel partially labeled hierarchi-
cal classiﬁcation algorithm; in section 5.3 we review related work on hierarchical
supervised learning; the experimental results and conclusion are given in section
5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
5.2 The Algorithm: Partial Hierarchical SVM
In this section, we address the problem of hierarchical semi-supervised learning
when there are additional partially labeled data augmented with fully labeled data.
In the hierarchical classiﬁcation problem, without loss of generality we assume that
the label hierarchy is an equal-depth tree, i.e. every leaf node has the same depth.
Here, we introduce the notations that are used throughout the chapter. Given the
label hierarchy H, the label of an example is denoted as   ! y which indicates the
unique path from the root node to the y node. In Figure 5.1, the label of the
52fully labeled example is denoted as
  !
9 representing the path [0 ! 1 ! 4 ! 9].
Similarly,
  !
6 , [0 ! 2 ! 6], is the label of the partially labeled example. We denote
Hleaf and Hinternal as the set of label paths from the root node to a leaf node and
from the root node to an internal node, respectively. In addition, we ﬁrst deﬁne
EqualDepth() as
EqualDepth(  ! y ) =
n  !
y
0 j Depth(
  !
y
0) = Depth(  ! y )
o
;
to be the set of label paths in the label hierarchy that have the same depth as   ! y .
For example, in Figure 5.1 EqualDepth(
  !
6 ) = f
  !
3 ;
  !
4 ;
  !
5 ;
  !
6 g. Second, we deﬁne
SubPath() as
SubPath(  ! y ) =
n  !
y
0 j
  !
y
0    ! y
o
;
to be the set of sub-paths of   ! y . For example, in Figure 5.1 SubPath(
  !
9 ) =
f
  !
1 ;
  !
4 ;
  !
9 g. Third, we deﬁne the two functions LeafDescendant() and
:LeafDescendant() as
LeafDescendant(  ! y ) =
n  !
y
0 j
  !
y
0is a leaf node and a descendant of   ! y
o
;
:LeafDescendant(  ! y ) =
n  !
y
0 j
  !
y
0is a leaf node and not a descendant of   ! y
o
;
to be the set of leaf nodes that are descendants of   ! y and that are not descendants
of   ! y , respectively. For example, in Figure 5.1 LeafDescendant(
  !
6 ) = f
  !
11;
  !
12g and
:LeafDescendant(
  !
6 ) = f
  !
7 ;
  !
8 ;
  !
9 ;
  !
10g.
In the semi-supervised hierarchical supervised setting, a learning algorithm
takes a set of fully labeled training examples, L = f(x1;  ! y1);(x2;  ! y2);:::;(xn;  ! yn)g,
where xi 2 X is the input features and the corresponding label   ! yi 2 Hleaf is a
path from the root node to the leaf node yi in the label hierarchy H. In addition
to the fully labeled examples we also have a set of partially labeled training data,
PL = f(xj;  ! yj)g
n+m
j=n+1, where xj 2 X and the corresponding label   ! yj 2 Hinternal
53from the root node to an internal node yj. The goal of hierarchical classiﬁcation
is to form a hypothesis h : X 7! Hleaf which maps an input x 2 X to a label path
  ! y 2 Hleaf. Consider a mapping  : X H 7! F which projects each example-label
pair (x;  ! y ) 2 X  H to (x;  ! y ) in a new space F which is deﬁned as
(x;  ! y ) =
2
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
4
x  I(0 2   ! y )
:::
x  I(i 2   ! y )
:::
x  I(jHj 2   ! y )
3
7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7 7
5
;
where I() is the indicator function to decide whether a node belongs to a path
and jHj is the number of nodes in the label hierarchy.
The partially labeled hierarchical maximum margin-based algorithm, Partial
HSVM, is also formulated to minimize the regularized empirical risk as shown in
Equation 2.1,
min
w Rreg(w) := 
(w) + L(w)
by considering the situation where we use the L2-norm regularization,

(w) =
1
2
kwk
2;
and the empirical risk is composed of two components, L(w) = L1(w) + L2(w).
The ﬁrst component L1(w) measures the risk of predicting a diﬀerent label from
the correct one,
L1(w) =
1
n + m
n+m X
i=1
X
  !
y0
i2SubPath(  ! yi)
l1(xi;
  !
y
0
i;w);
where
l1(xi;
  !
y
0
i;w) = max
  ! y 2EqualDepth(
  !
y0
i)

(
  !
y
0
i;  ! y )   w
T
h
(xi;
  !
y
0
i)   (xi;  ! y )
i
;
54and (
  !
y0
i;  ! y ) is the cost of predicting the label path   ! y instead of the correct
label path
  !
y0
i. In this learning framework, (;) is deﬁned as the number of levels
needed to move up the label hierarchy until a common node of the two paths is
reached, e.g. (
  !
9 ;
  !
8 ) = 1 and (
  !
9 ;
  !
7 ) = 2, referred to the label hierarchy
in Figure 5.1. For each example (xi;  ! yi) 2 L [ PL, L1(w) not only penalizes for
predicting a diﬀerent label from   ! yi but also for predicting a diﬀerent label from
any sub-path of the correct label
  !
y0
i 2 SubPath(  ! yi). This helps to utilize both the
discriminative information in the fully labeled and partially labeled examples. In
other words, the role of L1(w) is to ensure that the algorithm is learned not only
the correct label but also any sub-path of the correct label.
In addition, for each partially labeled example (xj;  ! yj) 2 PL the second com-
ponent L2(w) measures the cost of predicting a label that is not a leaf descendant
of   ! yj,
L2(w) =
1
m
m X
j=1
max
  ! y 2Hleaf

(
  !
y
0
j;  ! y )   w
T
h
(xj;
  !
y
0
j)   (xj;  ! y )
i
;
where
  !
y
0
j = argmax
  !
y0
j2LeafDescendant(  ! yj)
w
T(xj;
  !
y
0
j):
In particular, for each partially labeled example (xj;  ! yj), L2(w) ensures that the
score associated with the most suitable label path, wT(xj;
  !
y0
j), among all leaf
descendants of   ! yj to be greater than the scores associated with any other leaf
nodes, wT(xj;  ! y ), by a cost of (
  !
y0
j;  ! y ). For example, in Figure 5.1 a cost will
incur if the predicted label for the partially label example is not
  !
11 or
  !
12.
Speciﬁcally, the partially labeled hierarchical classiﬁcation (Partial HSVM)
learns a weight vector w and slack variables  and  via the following quadratic
optimization problem:
55Optimization Problem IV: Partial HSVM
min
w;0;0
:

2
kwk
2 +
1
n + m
m+n X
i=1
X
  !
y0
i2SubPath(  ! yi)

i;
  !
y0
i
+
1
m
m X
j=1


j (5.1)
subject to:
8(xi;  ! yi) 2 L [ PL;8
  !
y0
i 2 SubPath(  ! yi) :
max
  ! y 2EqualDepth(
  !
y0
i)

(
  !
y
0
i;  ! y )   w
T
h
(xi;
  !
y
0
i)   (xi;  ! y )
i
 
i;
  !
y0
i
;
8(xj;  ! yj) 2 PL :
max
  ! y 2Hleaf

(
  !
y
0
j;  ! y )   w
T
h
(xj;
  !
y
0
j)   (xj;  ! y )
i
 

j;
where
  !
y0
j = argmax
  !
y0
j2LeafDescendant(  ! yj)
w
T(xj;
  !
y
0
j):
After we have learned w,  and , the classiﬁcation of a test example x is done by
h(x) = argmax
  ! y 2Hleaf
w
T(x;  ! y ):
In this partially labeled hierarchical learning setting, the average depth of the
partially labeled paths,
1
m
n+m X
j=n+1
Depth(  ! yj);
provides a rough indication of the amount of labeled information given to the
learning algorithm. In the limit, if Depth(  ! yj) = Depth(H) then we have the hier-
archical supervised learning framework where each training example is given the
fully-labeled path. Moreover, if Depth(  ! yj) = 0 then we obtain the hierarchical
semi-supervised learning framework where there is additional unlabeled data aug-
mented with the fully labeled data. We will show later in the experiment section,
how the hierarchical classiﬁcation performance changes as the average depth of the
partially labeled paths varies.
56Due to the constraints involving the partially hierarchical labeled examples in
Equation 5.1, the proposed optimization is a non-convex quadratic programming
(QP). In order to solve the quadratic programming, we employ the stochastic
gradient descent approach which has shown to be very eﬃcient and does not require
transforming to the dual formulation [43, 11]. Similar to [11], we restrict the search
space to the sphere of radius 1=
p
. The algorithm alternates between gradient
descent steps and projection steps until reduction of the regularized risk objective
function is less than a pre-speciﬁed tolerance, . In each iteration, the algorithm
ﬁrst ﬁnds the violated constraints and updates the weight vector w accordingly.
Then the weight vector w is projected to the sphere of radius 1=
p
. The details
of the Partial HSVM is given in Algorithm 4.
We observed that if w1 = 0 then wt can be written as
wt =
X
(x;  ! y )
'x;  ! y (x;  ! y ):
Hence, we can incorporate the usage of kernel when computing inner product
operations, i.e.:
hw;(x
0;
  !
y
0)i =
X
(x;  ! y )
'x;  ! y K(x;  ! y ;x
0;
  !
y
0)
kwk
2 =
X
(x;  ! y )
X
(x0;
  !
y0)
'x;  ! y '
x0;
  !
y0K(x;  ! y ;x
0;
  !
y
0)
5.3 Related Work
While a large body of work exists on hierarchical classiﬁcation [33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41], here we simply highlight some of the more relevant work. In [41],
the authors evaluated performance of the Binary HSVM in web-page classiﬁcation
57Algorithm 4: : Partially Labeled Hierarchical SVM (Partial HSVM)
Input: L - the fully labeled data and PL - the partially labeled data
 - the QP parameter and  - the stopping condition tolerance
Set t = 1 and initialize w1 such that kw1k  1=
p

repeat
for each (xi;  ! yi) 2 L [ PL
Set t =
1
t
and wt+1=2 = (1   t)wt
for each
  !
y0
i 2 SubPath(  ! yi) ==Find violations of the ﬁrst constraint set
if f max
  ! y 2EqualDepth(
  !
y0
i)
((
  !
y
0
i;  ! y )   w
T
t [(xi;
  !
y
0
i)   (xi;  ! y )]) > 0g
Set wt+1=2 = wt+1=2 +
t
n + m
h
(xi;
  !
y
0
i)   (xi;  ! y )
i
end if
end for
for each (xi;  ! yi) 2 PL ==Find violations of the second constraint set
Set
  !
y0
i = argmax
  !
y0
i2LeafDescendant(  ! yi)
w
T
t (xi;
  !
y
0
i)
if f max
  ! y 2Hleaf((
  !
y
0
i;  ! y )   w
T
t [(xi;
  !
y
0
i)   (xi;  ! y )]) > 0g
Set wt+1=2 = wt+1=2 +
t
m
h
(xi;
  !
y
0
i)   (xi;  ! y )
i
end if
end for
== Project w to the ball of radius 1=
p

Set wt+1 = min
(
1;
1=
p

kwt+1=2k
)
wt+1=2
Set t = t + 1
end for
until (Rreg(wt 1)   Rreg(wt)) < 
Output: wt
58over the hierarchy of the Yahoo! categories. The authors also pointed out the
diﬃculties in applying text categorization algorithms on Web taxonomies and the
need for improvement in hierarchical categorization. Since the Binary HSVM is
able to learn from partially labeled hierarchical data, we compare performance of
this algorithm with the proposed algorithm, Partial HSVM, in our experiments. In
addition, [33] also proposed a margin-based learning algorithm for hierarchical cat-
egorization, called HSVM. In both HSVM and Partial HSVM, the optimizations
penalize for predicting a diﬀerent leaf category from the correct one. However,
HSVM is not able to learn from the additional partially labeled data. Our pro-
posed algorithm, Partial HSVM, can be viewed as an extension from HSVM with
additional constraints for the partially labeled examples.
5.4 Experiments
In this section, we perform empirical comparison of our proposed algorithm Partial
HSVM against Binary HSVM. In addition, we also show the trade-oﬀ between
the labeling eﬀort of obtaining partially labeled data and the improvement in
performance of Partial HSVM.
We evaluate our proposed algorithm Partial HSVM on the WIPO-alpha patent
collection [42]. The patent documents in the collection are classiﬁed according
to a standard hierarchy known as International Patent Classiﬁcation (IPC). In
this data set, each document belongs to exactly one leaf node. IPC categories
are organized in a four-level hierarchy, i.e. sections, classes, subclasses and groups.
There are eight sections in the hierarchy namely A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H. In our
experiment, we treat each section as a separate data set. Hence, the label hierarchy
59Table 5.1: A summary of the WIPO-alpha data set using to evaluate the
Partially labeled hierarchical classiﬁcation.
Section Number of Nodes (jHj) Number of Documents
A 385 9654
B 611 12186
C 427 14446
D 91 1429
E 143 2666
F 332 5259
G 237 8879
H 225 10564
of each section has depth of 3. A summary of the data set is given in Table 5.1.
For each section, we randomly divide the data set into 3 folds: one used as the fully
labeled training examples, one used as the partially labeled training examples, and
the last one used as the test examples. The input data to the learning algorithms
is represented as unit-norm tﬁdf bag-of-words format. The process is repeated 10
times and the averaged performance is reported. For all experiments, we set the
regularization constant  by two-fold cross validation and use the linear kernel.
To evaluate performance of Partial HSVM, we employ three diﬀerent perfor-
mance measures: macro F1, micro F1, and hierarchy loss. The F1 measure is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall where
Precision =
True Positives
Predicted Positives
and
Recall =
True Positives
Actual Positives
:
60Figure 5.2: Performance of Partial HSVM versus Binary HSVM and PL-
SVM across three diﬀerent evaluation metrics: hierarchical loss,
macroF1 and microF1.
As standardly reported, macro F1 weights the F1 for each class equally and micro
F1 weights each example equally. Since categories that are closer the leaves have
less examples, we observed that macro F1 tends to emphasize these categories
61Figure 5.3: Performance of Partial HSVM at diﬀerent partial depths of the
partially labeled training data across three evaluation metrics:
hierarchical loss, macroF1 and microF1.
while micro F1 tends to emphasize categories with more examples (i.e. closer
to the root node). Moreover, hierarchy loss measures the averaged loss of the
predicted label path and the correct label path which takes the interdependency
between categories into account,
Hierarchy Loss =
1
T
T X
i=1
(  ! yi;h(xi));
where T is the number of test examples.
In our experiments, we compare the classiﬁcation performance of Partial HSVM
against the two baseline algorithms: Binary HSVM and PL-SVM. Similar to Par-
tial HSVM, Binary HSVM and PL-SVM are able to learn from the additional
partially labeled data. For the Binary HSVM, at each category of the hierarchy
62a binary SVM classiﬁer is trained to decide whether an example belongs to this
category or not. The training data for each category is all examples that belong to
the parent category. At testing time, when an example is classiﬁed as a member
of a category, classiﬁcation continues into the sub-hierarchy beneath the category
until no more positive predictions are made. For the PL-SVM, a single ﬂat mul-
ticlass classiﬁer is trained on both the fully labeled examples and the partially
labeled examples. In Figure 5.2, we plot performance of Partial HSVM in com-
parison to Binary HSVM and PL-SVM across three diﬀerent performance metrics
(one for each row) and across three diﬀerent partial depths (one for each column).
The partial depth indicates the label path depths of the partially labeled exam-
ples. Note when the label path depths equal to 3, we have fully labeled examples.
We observe that across diﬀerent performance metrics and diﬀerent partial depths,
Partial HSVM outperforms Binary HSVM and PL-SVM. In addition, we also re-
port the over average performance of Partial HSVM, Binary HSVM, and PL-SVM
across diﬀerent data sections in Table 5.2. The diﬀerences in the macro F1, micro
F1, and hierarchy loss of two methods are statistically signiﬁcant at the  = 0:05
level according to a two-sided t-test. Hence, Partial HSVM is able to better learn
from additional partially labeled examples in comparison with Binary HSVM and
PL-SVM.
We also investigate the trade-oﬀ between the labeling eﬀort of obtaining par-
tially labeled data, i.e. diﬀerent levels of partial depths, and the improvement in
performance of our proposed method, Partial HSVM. In Figure 5.3, we plot the
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64performance of Partial HSVM at diﬀerent levels of partial depths. The diﬀerences
in performance of all three levels of partial depths are also statistically signiﬁcant
at the  = 0:05 level according to a two-sided t-test. We observe a common trend
across diﬀerent data sections and diﬀerent performance metrics that as the partial
depth increases, i.e. the more eﬀort is put into obtaining partially labeled data,
the performance of Partial HSVM also increases. Therefore, in the data labeling
process we should account for the trade-oﬀ between the labeling eﬀort and the
improvement in performance.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we address the problem of semi-supervised hierarchical learning
when some cases are fully labeled while other cases are only partially labeled. Given
a label hierarchy, a fully labeled example provides a path from the root node to
a leaf node while a partially labeled example only provides a path from the root
node to an internal node. We formulate the partially-labeled hierarchical learning
problem as a quadratic optimization minimizing the L2-norm regularized empiri-
cal risk and we also present an eﬃcient algorithm for hierarchical classiﬁcation in
the presence of partially labeled information. Experiments with the WIPO-alpha
patent collection (a text data set) show that partially labeled hierarchical informa-
tion along with fully labeled data improves the performance of classiﬁcation. In
addition, we also show that Partial HSVM is able to outperform the two state-of-
art baseline methods: Binary HSVM and PL-SVM. Finally, we demonstrate the
trade-oﬀ between the labeling eﬀort of obtaining partially labeled data and the
improvement in performance of our proposed method, Partial HSVM.
65This chapter focuses on the hierarchical classiﬁcation problem in presence of
partially labeled examples. Suppose instead we consider a diﬀerent learning set-
ting, named multi-instance multi-label. In the next chapter, we address the prob-
lem of multi-instance multi-label classiﬁcation which is reformulated in the partial
label learning framework.
66CHAPTER 6
MULTI-INSTANCE MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION
In this chapter, we address the problem of multi-instance multi-label learning
(MIML) where each example is associated with not only multiple instances but
also multiple class labels. In our novel approach, given an MIML example, each
instance in the example is only associated with a single label and the label set of
the example is the aggregation of all instance labels. Many real-world tasks such as
scene classiﬁcation, text categorization and gene sequence encoding can be prop-
erly formalized under our proposed approach. We formulate our MIML problem
as a combination of two optimizations: (1) a quadratic programming (QP) that
minimizes the empirical risk with L2-norm regularization; and (2) an integer pro-
graming (IP) assigning each instance to a single label. We also present an eﬃcient
method combining the stochastic gradient decent and alternating optimization ap-
proaches to solve our QP and IP optimizations. In our experiments with both
an artiﬁcially generated data set and real-world applications, i.e. scene classiﬁca-
tion and text categorization, our proposed method achieves superior performance
over existing state-of-the-art MIML methods such as MIMLBOOST, MIMLSVM,
M3MIML and MIMLRBF.
6.1 Introduction
In recent years, multi-instance multi-label learning (MIML) has attracted signiﬁ-
cant attention in the machine learning community. MIML is a recently proposed
learning framework where each example is associated with a bag of instances as
well as a set of labels [3, 44, 45, 46]. There are many real-world applications such
67Figure 6.1: Scene Classiﬁcation Examples
as scene classiﬁcation, text categorization, and gene sequence encoding, which can
be formalized under the MIML framework. In scene classiﬁcation, an image gen-
erally partitions into several segments, each can be represented as an instance,
while such an image can be labeled into multiple semantic classes simultaneously,
such as airplane, ground, building, sky, face, lizard, rock, ...as shown in Figure
6.1. In text categorization, each document usually comprises of several sections
or paragraphs, each can be regarded as an instance, while the document can be
assigned to a set of predeﬁned topics such as politics, celebrities, Nobel Prize. In
bioinformatics, a gene sequence generally encodes a number of segments, each can
be expressed as an instance, while this sequence may be associated with several
functional classes, such as metabolism, transcription and protein synthesis.
In many real-world MIML applications, we observe that given an MIML ex-
ample, each instance in a bag of instances is mostly associated with a single label
and the set of labels of the example is the aggregation of all instance labels. In
scene classiﬁcation, as shown in Figure 6.1 the object airplane (top left image) is
comprised of multiple segments, e.g. two airplane-wing-like segments, an airplane-
68tail-like segment, and an airplane-body-like segment. These airplane-like segments
should be classiﬁed into the airplane object class. Similarly, in text categorization
each topic in a document is usually described by one or more sections or para-
graphs. These sections or paragraphs should be categorized into the topic class
that they discuss. In bioinformatics, a functional class in a gene sequence is usually
described by several gene segments and these gene segments should be classiﬁed
into the same functional class as well. Hence, in our approach we make an explicit
model assumption that each instance in an MIML examples is associated with
exactly a single label.
In previous approaches [3], MIML problem is reduced to its equivalence in
the traditional supervised learning, i.e. single-instance single-label learning (SISL)
where each example is restricted to have only one instance and only one label.
This reduction is done by assigning each instance in a bag of instances to each
label in the set of labels. Although this transformation from MIML to SISL is
feasible, there may be many mislabeled instances. For example, in the airplane
image (top left image in Figure 6.1) the airplane-like segments can be mislabeled
as the ground object class and vice versa. Similarly, our proposed approach also
reduces MIML problem to SISL problem. By contrast, each instance in the bag
of instances is assigned to a single best suitable label in the set of labels in stead
of all possible labels in the label sets. In our airplane example, the airplane-like
segments should be assigned to a single label: the airplane class. Here, we make
an assumption that each instance in an MIML example can be described by at
most one semantic class label.
In this chapter, we propose a new SVM approach to MIML named SISL-MIML,
denoting a novel reduction of MIML problem to the traditional SISL problem.
69In brief, given an MIML example SISL-MIML seeks the best suitable single label
belonging to the set of labels for all instances in the bag of instances simultaneously.
Hence, the connections between the instances and labels of an MIML example are
explicitly exploited by SISL-MIML. Subsequently, the set of labels of a test example
is determined by aggregating all labels of instances in the bag. Each instance is
involved in determining the set of labels and the connections between diﬀerent
classes are also addressed in the aggregation phase.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 reviews the formal
deﬁnition of MIML and the related work. Section 6.3 describes the novel SVM
approach to MIML. Section 6.4 reports experimental results on an artiﬁcially gen-
erated data set as well as the two real-world MIML applications. Finally, Section
6.5 summaries and concludes our work.
6.2 Related Work
In this section, we ﬁrst reintroduce the formal deﬁnition of MIML. In the multi-
instance multi-label learning framework, a learning algorithm typically takes a
set of labeled training examples L = f(X1;Y1);(X2;Y2);:::;(Xn;Yn)g as input,
where Xi  X is a bag of instances fxi
1;xi
2;:::;xi
nig and Yi  Y is a set of
labels fyi
1;yi
2;:::;yi
lig associated with Xi. Here ni is the number of instances in
Xi and li is the number of labels in Yi. The goal of MIML is to form a hypothesis
hMIML : 2X 7! 2Y which maps a bag of instances Xi to a set of labels Yi. The MIML
framework can be considered as a generalization from the learning frameworks of
multi-instance learning [47], multi-label learning [48, 49] and traditional supervised
learning.
70Multi-instance learning [47], or multi-instance single-label learning (MISL), was
ﬁrst proposed by Dietterich et al. in their study of predicting the drug molecule
activity level. MISL is proposed as a variation of traditional supervised learning
framework with incomplete knowledge about labels of training examples. The
goal of MISL is to learn a hypothesis hMISL : 2X 7! f+1; 1g from a set of MISL
training examples f(Xi;yi) j 1  i  ng, where Xi  X is a bag of instances
fxi
1;xi
2;:::;xi
nig and yi 2 f+1; 1g is the binary label of the instance Xi. Since
the initial work of Dietterich et al. [47], a large number of novel algorithms has
been developed in contribution to the development of MISL [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55].
In addition, there are many successfully real-world applications of MISL especially
in image categorization and retrieval [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. A more thorough review
of multi-instance learning can be found in [61].
Multi-label learning [48, 49], or single-instance multi-label learning (SIML),
refers to the classiﬁcation problem where each example can be assigned to mul-
tiple class labels simultaneously. SIML is emerged from the investigation of text
categorization problems. The goal of SIML is to learn a mapping hSIML : X 7! 2Y
from a set of SIML training examples f(xi;Yi) j 1  i  ng, where xi 2 X is
a single instance and Yi  Y is a set of labels fyi
1;yi
2;:::;yi
lig associated with
xi. SIML has found applications in many diﬀerent domains, such as natural lan-
guage processing, computer vision, human computer interaction, bioinformatics,
health care, and physiology [62, 63]. There are many existing learning algorithms
proposed to exploit the similarity of examples and the correlation among classes
[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 49, 48, 69]. A more thorough review of multi-label learning can
be found in [70].
While a large body of work exists on MIML, here we highlight some of the
71more relevant work. In [3], Zhou and Zhang have formalized the MIML frame-
work and proposed two MIML algorithms named MIMLBOOST and MIMLSVM.
The two algorithms transformed MIML into traditional supervised learning (SISL)
using MISL and SIML as the connection, respectively. In particularly, MIML-
BOOST transforms the MIML problem into a multi-instance learning problem
(MISL). Each MIML example (Xi;Yi) is converted into jYj number of MISL
examples f([Xi;y];I(y 2 Yi) j y 2 Yg, where [Xi;y] contains ni instances
f[xi
1;y];[xi
2;y];:::;[xi
ni;y]g formed by concatenating each of Xi’s instance with
label y, and I(y 2 Yi) = 1 is the corresponding label indicating whether the
label y belongs to the set of label Yi. In order to solve the derived MISL prob-
lem, MIMLBOOST employs a speciﬁc algorithm named MIBOOSTING [71]. MI-
BOOSTING reduces the MISL problem into an SISL one under the assumption
that each instance in the bag contributes equally and independently to a bag’s
label. By contrast, MIMLSVM transforms the MIML problem into a multi-label
learning problem (SIML). Each MIML example (Xi;Yi) is converted into an SIML
example ((Xi);Yi), where () combines all instances in a bag Xi into a single
instance (Xi) using constructive clustering. In order to solve the derived SIML
problem, MIMLSVM employs a speciﬁc algorithm named MLSVM [62]. This al-
gorithm constructs a binary classiﬁer for each class label y 2 Y where an instance
xi associated with a label set Yi is assigned to the positive class (+1) if y 2 Yi
otherwise it is assigned to the negative class ( 1). Similar to our new proposed
algorithm SISL-MIML, these two algorithms [3] transform the MIML problem into
its equivalence SISL problem. However, our proposed algorithm is able to exploit
the similarity between instances in a bag and the correlation between labels in the
label set.
Zhang and Wang [44] proposed a maximum margin method for the MIML
72problem named M3MIML. The algorithm assumes a linear model for each class,
where the output on one class is set to be the maximum prediction of all the MIML
example’s instances with respect to corresponding linear model. Subsequently, the
outputs on all possible classes are combined to deﬁne the margin of the MIML
example over the classiﬁcation system. Similar to our new proposed algorithm
SISL-MIML, M3MIML is able to explicitly exploit the connections between the
instances and the labels of an MIML examples. In addition, both algorithms
utilize the maximum margin learning framework to formulate the optimization
problem. However, our proposed algorithm seeks to assign a single best label for
each of instances in the example bag simultaneously.
Finally, in [45] the authors developed an innovative neural network style algo-
rithm named MIMLRBF, i.e. Multi-Instance Multi-Label Radial Basis Function.
The algorithm is derived from the popular radial basis function method where the
ﬁrst network layer consists of medoids (i.e. bags of instances) formed by performing
k-MEDOIDS clustering on MIML examples for each possible class, in which a vari-
ant of Hausdorﬀ metric [72] is utilized to measure the distance between bags [73].
Second layer weights of MIMLRBF network are optimized by minimizing a sum-
of-squares error function and worked out through singular value decomposition
(SVD) [74]. Similar to our new proposed method, connections between instances
and labels are directly exploited in the MIMLRBF algorithm. By contrast, our
proposed algorithm utilizes a diﬀerent learning framework, i.e. a maximum margin
approach.
736.3 The New SVM Algorithm of MIML: SISL-MIML
In this section, we discuss how our proposed approach of the MIML problem can be
formalized using the maximum margin learning framework. Given a set of MIML
labeled training examples L = f(X1;Y1);(X2;Y2);:::;(Xn;Yn)g, our proposed al-
gorithm SISL-MIML is also formulated to minimize the regularized empirical risk,
min
w Rreg(w) := 
(w) + L(w)
where L(w) :=
1
n
n X
i=1
l(Xi;Yi;w)
and where 
() is a convex and monotonically increasing function which serves as
a regularizer with a regularization constant  > 0; and l(Xi;Yi;w) is a nonnegative
loss function of an example (Xi;Yi) measuring the amount of inconsistency between
the correct label Yi and the predicted label arising from using the weight parameter
w.
Similar to the Multiclass-SVM proposed by [7], we consider a mapping  :
X Y 7! F which projects each instance-label pair (x;y) 2 X Y to (x;y) in a
new space F, which is deﬁned as
(x;y) =
2
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
4
x  I(y = 1)
:::
x  I(y = i)
:::
x  I(y = jYj)
3
7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
5
;
where I() is the indicator function.
In brief, our proposed algorithm, named SISL-MIML, consists of two main
components: (1) LABEL-PROPAGATION: given an MIML example we seek the
74most “suitable” single label for each instance; (2) MARGIN-MAXIMIZATION:
given the current labels for all instances, we ﬁnd the maximum-margin hyperplane
that best separates current labeled instances.
In the ﬁrst step, we make an explicit model assumption that each instance in
an MIML examples is associated with exactly a single label. In other words, given
an MIML example (Xi;Yi) our proposed algorithm SISL-MIML seeks the best
single label yi
j 2 Yi for each instance xi
j 2 Xi simultaneously. Based on our model
assumption, we also enforce that there should be at least one or more diﬀerent
instances in the bag of instances assigned to each label in the set of labels. Hence,
in addition to assigning a single label for each instance, our approach also requires
that there are at least K  1 number of instances in a bag belonging to a given
class label in the set of labels. For example, in Figure 6.1 there are multiple image
segments or patches belonging to each object such as face, airplane, building, lizard,
rock, etc. Similarly in text categorization, there should also be multiple or at least
one section(s) or paragraph(s) to describe any given topics in a document. Given
the set of labels Yi for a bag of instances Xi, we can view the process of assigning
a single label to each instance in the bag as a label propagation procedure which
propagates the bag label to each individual instance in the bag. In the margin-
based learning framework, given a current weight parameter w and a requirement
that there are at least K  1 instances belonging to each class label, we can seek
the best suitable label assignment for all instances in Xi by solving the following
Integer Programming (IP), called LABEL-PROPAGATION:
75Optimization Problem I: LABEL-PROPAGATION
min
yi
1;:::;yi
ni
X
xi
j2Xi
  
 
max
^ yi
j2Y

w
T(x
i
j; ^ y
i
j)

  w
T(x
i
j;y
i
j)
  
 
(6.1)
subject to:
ni X
j=1
I(y
i
j = y
i)  K; for all y
i 2 Yi;
y
i
j 2 Yi; for all 1  j  ni;
where I() is the indicator function;
Pni
j=1 I(^ yi
j = yi) is the number of instances
assigned to the class label yi 2 Yi; wT(xi
j;yi
j) is the score associated with the
most “suitable” label yi
j; and max^ yi
j2Y

w(xi
j; ^ yi
j)

is the maximum score value
associated with any labels ^ yi
j 2 Y. In Equation 6.1, the objective of the given
LABEL-PROPAGATION formulation seeks the labels belong to the set of label
Yi whose associated scores are as large as the maximum score. Furthermore, the
LABEL-PROPAGATION integer programing also exploits the connection between
instances and labels of a given MIML example by enforcing the constraint that
there are at least K  1 instances belonging to each class label and ensuring all
instance labels belong to the set of correct labels. Consequently, the solution of
the LABEL-PROPAGATION optimization in Equation 6.1, Y i = fyi
1;:::;yi
nig,
can be viewed as the approximated true labels of all instances in a bag of instances
Xi given the current weight parameter w, which can be used to compute the loss
function l(Xi;Yi;w) in the next step. In other words, our ﬁrst step can be viewed
as a relaxation of an explicit division of all instances into diﬀerent groups which is
assigned to diﬀerent labels in the label set.
In the second step, the SISL-MIML algorithm can be obtained by considering
76the situation where we use the L2-norm regularization,

(w) =
1
2
kwk
2;
and the loss function l(Xi;Yi;w) is set to the average hinge loss of all instances in
the bag of instances Xi,
1
ni
X
xi
j2Xi
max(0;1   [w
T(x
i
j;y
i
j)   max
^ yi
j6=yi
j
w
T(x
i
j; ^ y
i
j)]);
where Y i = fyi
1;:::;yi
nig is the approximate true labels of all instances in the bag
of instances (i.e. the solution of integer programming 6.1). Speciﬁcally, the SISL-
MIML learns a weight vector w and slack variables  via the following quadratic
optimization:
Optimization Problem II: MARGIN-MAXIMIZATION
min
w;0
:

2
kwk
2 +
1
Pn
i=1 ni
n X
i=1
ni X
j=1

i
j (6.2)
subject to:
8(Xi;Yi) 2 L and 8xi
j 2 Xi:
w
T(x
i
j;y
i
j)   max
^ yi
j6=yi
j
w
T(x
i
j; ^ y
i
j)  1   
i
j;
where Y i = fyi
1;:::;yi
nig is the solution of the LABEL-PROPAGATION in equa-
tion 6.1.
In the testing phase, after we have learned the weight parameter w and slack
variables , the classiﬁcation of a test MIML example Xt is done by
hMIML(Xt) = fyt 2 Y j
X
^ yt
j2Y i
I(^ y
t
j = yt)  Kg:
77Both of our optimization formulations, LABEL-PROPAGATION and
MARGIN-MAXIMIZATION, are depended on the solution of each other. In the
LABEL-PROPAGATION, given the weight parameter w, the given integer pro-
gramming is a convex optimization. Similarly, in the MARGIN-MAXIMIZATION
formulation, given the assigned labels of instances for all examples, Y i; 8 1  i  n,
the given quadratic programming is also a convex optimization. Hence, in order
to solve the proposed quadratic programming, we employ both the alternating op-
timization procedure [75] and the stochastic gradient descent approach which has
shown to be very eﬃcient and does not require transforming to the dual formula-
tion [76, 11]. Here, we embed the integer programming problem in the stochastic
gradient decent procedure to solve the quadratic programming problem. Similar
to [11], we restrict the search space to the sphere of radius 1=
p
. The algorithm
alternates between a gradient descent step which also include solving the LABEL-
PROPAGATION integer programming, and a projection step until reduction of
the regularized risk objective function is less than a pre-speciﬁed tolerance, .
In each iteration, for each MIML example (Xi;Yi) the algorithm ﬁrst solves the
LABEL-PROPAGATION integer programing to obtain the approximated true la-
bels Y i = fyi
1;:::;yi
nig. Secondly, the algorithm computes instances that violate
the constraints in the MARGIN-MAXIMIZATION optimization problem. Then
the weight parameter w is updated according to the violated instances found in
the previous step. In the projection step, the weight parameter w is projected to
the sphere of radius 1=
p
. The details of the SISL-MIML algorithm are given in
Algorithm 5.
In order to use the kernel trick, as pointed out in [11], we set w1 = 0 then wt
can be written as
wt =
X
(x;y)
'xy(x;y);
78Algorithm 5: : Multi-Instance Multi-Label Algorithm: SISL-MIML
Input: L - the fully labeled data
 - the regularization constant
K - number of instances belonging to each class label
 - a tolerance for stopping condition
Initialize w1 such that kw1k  1=
p
 and set t = 1
repeat
for each (Xi;Yi) 2 L
Given the weight wt and K; let Y i = fyi
1;:::;yi
nig be the solution
of the LABEL-PROPAGATION integer programming
Set t =
1
t
and wt+1=2 = (1   t)wt
== Find violated constraints in QP and update the weight parameter
for each xi
j 2 Xi
if
 
wT
t (xi
j;yi
j)   max
^ yi
j6=yi
j
w
T
t (x
i
j; ^ y
i
j) < 1
!
Set wt+1=2 = wt+1=2 +
t Pn
i=1 ni

(x
i
j;y
i
j)   (xi; ^ y
i
j)

where ^ yi
j = argmax
^ yi
j6=yi
j
w
T
t (x
i
j; ^ y
i
j)
end if
end for
== Project w to the ball of radius 1=
p

Set wt+1 = min
(
1;
1=
p

kwt+1=2k
)
wt+1=2
Set t = t + 1
end for
until (Rreg(wt 1)   Rreg(wt)) < 
Output: wt
79where 'xy is a scalar associated with a vector (x;y). Hence, we can incorporate
the usage of kernel when computing inner product operations, i.e.:
hw;(x
0;y
0)i =
X
(x;y)
'x;yK(x;y;x
0;y
0)
kwk
2 =
X
(x;y)
X
(x0;y0)
'x;y'x0;y0K(x;y;x
0;y
0)
In our experiment, we use the radial basis function (RBF) as a kernel,
K(x;y;x
0;y
0) = exp

 
k(x;y)   (x0;y0)k2
22

;
where the radius  determines the smoothness of the decision boundary.
6.4 Experiments
In this section, we compare performance of our proposed method SISL-MIML with
other recently developed MIML algorithms: MIMLRBF [45], M3MIML [44], and
MIMLSVM, MIMLBOOST [3]. For fair comparison, the RBF kernel is used for all
MIML algorithms with the radius  = 0:2. Speciﬁcally, the MIMLRBF algorithm
involves two diﬀerent parameters: the fraction parameter  and the scaling factor 
which are determined by two-fold cross validation on the training examples where
 2 f10%;20%;30%g and  2 f0:5;0:6;0:7g. In addition, the M3MIML algorithm
requires two diﬀerent parameters: the cost parameter C which is set to the best
values in the range f10i j   4  i  4g by two-fold cross validation using the
training examples and  which is set to the default value of 1. Furthermore, the
parameters for the two algorithms MIMLSVM and MIMLBOOST is set according
the best values as reported in [3]. Finally, our proposed algorithm SISL-MIML
also associates two diﬀerent parameters: (1) the regularization constant, ; and
(2) the number of instances required to belong to a single label class, K. Both of
80T
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81these parameters are determined by two-fold cross validation on the training ex-
amples where  2 f10i j   4  i  4g and K 2 f1;2;3;4g.
To evaluate the performance of diﬀerent MIML algorithms we look at a set
of ﬁve standard multi-label performance measures: Hamming Loss, One Error,
Coverage, Ranking Loss, and Average Precision. For Average Precision, the bigger
the value the better the performance. While for the other four measures, the
smaller the value the better the performance. A more detailed description of these
ﬁve performance measures can be found in [49, 67].
We evaluate performance of diﬀerent MIML algorithms on an artiﬁcially gen-
erated data set and two real-word MIML applications. The artiﬁcially generated
data set is originated from the USPS data in the UCI repository [2] which contains
9K SISL examples of 256 features belonging to 10 possible class labels. The gener-
ated data contains 4K MIML examples for training and 10K MIML examples for
testing. We generated multiple versions of the MIML data set in which we vary
the number of labels per example, i.e. the size of the set of labels for each MIML
example, and instances per label, i.e. the number of instances belongs to each label
in the set of labels for each MIML example. Hence, the number of instances per
example is the product of the number of instances per label and labels per exam-
ple. In our experiment, the number of labels per example and instances per label
takes values from 2-to-5 and 2-to-4, respectively. Given the number of labels per
example and instances per label, i.e. l1 and l2, an MIML example is generated as
follow: (1) ﬁrst we randomly generate l1 diﬀerent labels from the set of all possible
labels Y based on the uniform distribution and (2) for each generated label we
make an uniformed random selection of l2 instances belonging to the given class
label to form the MIML example. In addition, the data sets for the two real-world
82Figure 6.2: Overall average performance of diﬀerent MIML algorithms:
SISL-MIML, MIMLRBF, M3MIML, MIMLSVM, and MIML-
BOOST, across diﬀerent evaluation metrics: Hamming Loss, One
Error, Coverage, Ranking Loss, and Average Precision. The error
bar indicates standard error and the star(*) indicates statistically
signiﬁcant improvement at the  = 0:05 level according to a two-
sided t-test.
applications are (1) the image data set collected from the COREL image collec-
tion and the Internet; and (2) the text data set collected from the widely studied
Reuters-21578 collection [77]. In Table 6.1, we present a brief characteristic de-
scription of the two real-world data sets. A more detail description of the data
sets are found in [45, 44]. For these two data sets, performance of diﬀerent MIML
algorithms is reported based on ten-fold cross validation.
In Figure 6.2 (top row), we plot the overall average performance of MIML al-
gorithms among diﬀerent values of the number of labels per example and instances
83Figure 6.3: Average performance of diﬀerent MIML algorithms when the
number of labels per example is varied.
Figure 6.4: Average performance of diﬀerent MIML algorithms when the
number of instances per label is varied.
84per label on the USPS artiﬁcially generated data set. Across diﬀerent performance
metrics, our proposed algorithm SISL-MIML consistently produces superior per-
formance against other MIML methods. Especially there is a signiﬁcant margin of
improvement in Coverage, Ranking Loss and Average Precision performance mea-
sures. The improvement in performance demonstrates that our proposed algorithm
SISL-MIML is able to take advantage of our explicit model assumption since the
artiﬁcially generated data is constructed based on this assumption.
Furthermore, in Figure 6.2 (bottom two rows), we plot the average performance
(mean  standard error) of MIML algorithms on both the image and text data
sets. The new SISL-MIML algorithm consistently yields results equal to or better
than MIMLRBF and M3MIML. Similar to [45, 44], we also observe the signiﬁcant
improvement in performance of both MIMLRBF and M3MIML over MIMLSVM
and MIMLBOOST. In addition, we also observe that SISL-MIML is able to out-
perform both MIMLRBF and M3MIML on the image data set. This behavior is
conﬁrmed our model assumption that each segment in an image is associated with
only a single class label.
Moreover, we also investigate the behavior of diﬀerent MIML algorithms as
we vary the number of labels per example and instances per label of the artiﬁ-
cially generated data set. As shown in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, we plot the average
performance of MIML algorithms versus the number of labels per example and
instances per label, respectively. As the number of labels per example increases,
performance on Hamming Loss and Coverage gets worse, while performance on
One Error and Average Precision improves. These conﬂicting trends demonstrate
that the size of the set of labels aﬀects diﬀerent performance measures diﬀerently.
For example, since the Hamming Loss measures the intersection between the true
85set of labels and the predicted set of labels, the measure would reﬂect the diﬃ-
culty of the MIML problem when the set of labels increases in size. Since the One
Error only pays attention to the instance with the highest conﬁdence, the measure
reﬂects the easiness of the MIML problem when the set of labels increases in size.
By contrast, as the number of instances per label varies, the performance measures
of all MIML algorithms do not seem to be aﬀected. The eﬀect can be explained
by the fact that the number of instances belonging to a same class label in each
MIML example may not contribute in the process of determining the set of pre-
dicted labels. Furthermore, to determine whether a class label belongs to the set
of predicted labels for an MIML example, the deciding factor is that there exists
an instance of that class label.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce SISL-MIML, a novel SVM method for the MIML
problem. Our proposed algorithm reduces the MIML problem to the traditional
SISL problem. Speciﬁcally, given an MIML example, SISL-MIML seeks the best
suitable single label belonging to the set of labels for all instances in the bag of
instances simultaneously. Hence, the connections between the instances and la-
bels of an MIML example are explicitly exploited by SISL-MIML. Experiments
using both the artiﬁcially generated data and two real-world applications shows
that SISL-MIML are able to produce superior performance in comparison to other
MIML algorithms. In addition, using the artiﬁcial generated data we also investi-
gate the behavior of diﬀerent MIML algorithms when we vary the number of labels
per examples and instances per label.
86CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
7.1 Conclusions
The main objective of the dissertation is to concretely formalize a new source
of learning, named partially labeled examples, in the context of semi-supervised
learning. In this dissertation, we investigate four diﬀerent semi-supervised learn-
ing problems with partially labeled examples such as classiﬁcation with pairwise
constraints, classiﬁcation with partial labels, hierarchical classiﬁcation with par-
tial labels and multi-instance multi-label classiﬁcation. The study of these semi-
supervised learning problems demonstrates that partially labeled examples are a
useful source of learning that requires less human eﬀort to collect in comparison
to fully labeled examples and that provides additional discriminative information
to build better classiﬁers in comparison to unlabeled examples. In addition, we
also provide examples of partially labeled data that can be found in many learning
paradigms such as traditional single-instance single-label classiﬁcation, structured
classiﬁcation, regression and ordinal regression/ranking.
As demonstrated in our work, partially labeled examples are required less ef-
fort in incorporating into conventional classiﬁcation methods in comparison to
unlabeled data. In addition, partially labeled examples also provide signiﬁcant
performance improvement relative to unlabeled examples. Similar to unlabeled
examples, partially labeled examples can be obtained with low cost via non-expert
annotators, e.g. using Amazon Mechanical Turk.
877.2 Future Research
In our study of semi-supervised learning with partially labeled examples, we uti-
lize the conventional maximum margin-based learning framework as an illustrated
example of how partially labeled examples can be integrated into this learning
framework. One drawback of this approach is that the formulated optimization
involving partially labeled data is a non-convex optimization which can be solved
by utilizing the stochastic gradient descent technique. We would like to investi-
gate other convex optimization formulations of the semi-supervised learning with
partially labeled examples or alternative optimization techniques to achieve global
optima.
Furthermore, we also notice that there is only empirical evaluation of our pro-
posed methods for the semi-supervised learning with partially labeled examples.
We would like to derive a formal analysis of the computational complexity for our
proposed methods.
The study of how to integrate partially labeled examples in other learning set-
tings such as decision trees, nearest neighbors, metric learnings, boosting, bagging,
etc. would be promising future research directions. Since these learning settings
are well studied for fully labeled examples, it would be very interesting to investi-
gate how partially labeled data behaves diﬀerently from fully labeled data.
In addition, with the initial exploration of partially label data in this disserta-
tion, future research both in term of ﬁnding new applications of partially labeled
data and designing novel algorithms to better take advantage of existing forms of
partially labeled data should be done to further investigate the usefulness of the
new source of learning.
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